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Address Deltech, Inc 
1007 East 75th Avenue, Unit E 
Denver, CO 80229

Country USA

State Colorado

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Glass Melt Furnaces

Temperature

1600, 1700, 1800° C (2900, 3100, 3300° F)

Deltech high temperature glass melt furnaces are resistance heated using silicon carbide or molydisilicide heating elements. 

Models

Bottom loading. Front Loading. Bottom Loading Vertical Tube units for convenient loading of small crucibles combined with corrosion resistance and
atmosphere control. Atmosphere envelope furnaces for processing in inert gases. Custom designs featuring multiple process chambers and such
features as robotic movement of the crucible from melting through quenching.  

Features

Ceramic linings for corrosion resistance. Stir ports. Pneumatic or electric lift systems. Safety lock on load platform. Optional atmosphere envelope
designs for processing in inert gases. Custom designs for unique application requirements. Optional HMI control systems.

Every Deltech control system is certified by Intertek to be UL508A compliant.
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